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Abstract
Using Chawla’s identity (BIT 29 (1989) 566) a %nite di&erence method based on uniform mesh is described
for a class of singular boundary value problems
(p(x)y′)′ = p(x)f(x; y); 0¡x6 1;
y(0) = A; y(1) + 	y′(1) = 
;
or
y′(0) = 0; y(1) + 	y′(1) = 

with p(x) = xb0g(x); b0¿ 0, and it is shown that the method is of second-order accuracy under quite gen-
eral conditions on p(x) and f(x; y). This work also extends the method developed by Chawla et al. (BIT 26
(1986) 326) for p(x)=xb0 ; b0¿ 1, to a general class of function p(x)=xb0g(x); b0¿ 0. Numerical examples
for general function p(x) verify the order of the convergence of the method and two physiological problems
have also been solved.
c© 2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.
MSC: 65L10
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1. Introduction
We consider the class of singular two-point boundary value problems,
(p(x)y′)′ = p(x)f(x; y); 0¡x6 1; (1)
y(0) = A; y(1) + 	y′(1) = 
; (2)
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or
y′(0) = 0; y(1) + 	y′(1) = 
: (3)
Here, ¿ 0; 	¿ 0 and A; 
 %nite constants. We assume that p(x) satis%es the following conditions:
(A) (i) p(x)¿ 0 on (0; 1],
(ii) p(x)∈C1(0; 1],
(iii) p(x) = xb0g(x) on [0; 1] and for some r ¿ 1, G(x) = 1=g(x) is analytic in {z : |z|¡r}.
Further we assume that (B) f(x; y)∈{[0; 1]×R}, is continuous, 9f=9y exists, is continuous, and
9f=9y¿ 0 ∀06 x6 1 and all real y.
The existence-uniqueness of problem (1) with boundary conditions y(0) = A; y(1) = B (for
06 b0¡ 1) and with boundary condition y′(0) = 0; y(1) = B (for b0¿ 0) has been established
in [17–19], provided xp′=p is analytic in {z : |z|¡r} for some r ¿ 1 with Taylor’s expansion
xp′
p
= b0 + b1x + b2x2 + · · · :
The boundary value problem (1) and (3) with b0=0; 1; 2 and g(x)=1 arise in the study of various
tumor growth problems [1,2,3,5,13] with linear f(x; y) and with nonlinear f(x; y) of the form
f(x; y) ≡ f(y) = y
y + 
; ¿ 0; ¿ 0 (4)
and b0 = 2; g(x) = 1 in the study of steady-state oxygen di&usion in a cell with Michaelis–Menten
uptake kinetics [14,15,20]. A similar problem arises in the study of the distribution of heat sources
in the human head [10–12] for b0 = 2 and g(x) = 1, in which
f(x; y) ≡ f(y) =−e−y; ¿ 0; ¿ 0: (5)
Pointwise bounds and uniqueness results are given in [10] for this problem with f(x; y) of form (4)
and (5).
There is considerable literature on the numerical treatment of singular boundary value problems
[6,7,9,21]. In [9], only the linear case (i.e., f(x; y) is a linear function) is considered and convergence
of the method is established only for linear f(x; y), while in [21] Chawla’s identity is used to describe
%nite di&erence method for general function p(x). The following boundary conditions are considered:
(i) y(0)=A; y(1)=B, when
∫ 1
0 p
−1(x) dx¡∞, (ii) y′(0)= 0; y(1)=B, when ∫ 10 p−1(x) dx=∞,
but no convergence analysis is given in [21].
In this work using Chawla’s identity we describe a second-order %nite di&erence method for sin-
gular boundary value problem (1) with both types of boundary conditions (2) (in case of 06 b0¡ 1
in A(iii)) and boundary condition (3) (in case of b0¿ 0 in A(iii)). The second-order accuracy of
the method is established for a general class of function p(x) satisfying conditions in (A) and under
quite general conditions on nonlinear function f(x; y). This work also extends the method of [7] for
p(x) = xb0 ; b0¿ 1, to a general function p(x) = xb0g(x); b0¿ 0. Numerical examples for general
function p(x) verify the order of accuracy of the method and two physiological problems have been
solved, and the results are in good agreement with those of [4,8,16].
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2. Description of the method
For a positive integer N¿ 2, consider the uniform mesh over [0; 1]:
0 = x0¡x1¡x2¡ · · ·¡xN = 1:
Denote yk = y(xk); fk =f(xk ; yk), etc. We set z(x) =p(x)y′ and integrating (1) from xk to x then
dividing by p(x) and again integrating from xk to xk+1 and changing the order of integration we
obtain
yk+1 − yk = zkJk +
∫ xk+1
xk
(∫ xk+1
t
(p())−1 d
)
p(t)f(t) dt; (6)
where we have set
Jk =
∫ xk+1
xk
(p())−1 d: (7)
In an analogous manner, we obtain
yk − yk−1 = zkJk−1 −
∫ xk
xk−1
(∫ t
xk−1
(p())−1 d
)
p(t)f(t) dt (8)
Eliminating zk from (6) and (8) we obtain the identity
yk+1 − yk
Jk
− yk − yk−1
Jk−1
=
I+k
Jk
+
I−k
Jk−1
; k = 1(1)N − 1; (9)
where
I+k =
∫ xk+1
xk
(∫ xk+1
t
(p())−1 d
)
p(t)f(t) dt; (10)
I−k =
∫ xk
xk−1
(∫ t
xk−1
(p())−1 d
)
p(t)f(t) dt: (11)
We are interested here in a second-order method based on one evaluation of f. Here p(x)=xb0g(x)
and let (g(x))−1 = G(x) with Taylor series expansion about xk as
G(x) = Gk + (x − xk)G′k +
(x − xk)2
2!
G′′k +
(x − xk)3
3!
G′′′(); (12)
where  lies between x and xk and Gk ≡ G(xk); G′k ≡ G′(xk), etc., then
I±k =A
±
00; kfk + A
±
10; kf
′
k
+
(−A±10; k + A±01; k) G′kGk fk +
(
A±20; k − A±11; k
)(G′k
Gk
)2
fk
+
(−A±20; k + A±11; k) G′kGk f′k +
1
2
(−A±20; k + A±02; k) G′′kGk fk
+
1
2
A±20; kf
′′(±k ); xk−1¡
−
k ¡ xk ¡
+
k ¡ xk+1; (13)
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where
A±00; k =
1
(1− b0)
[
− 1
2
(
x2k±1 − x2k
)
+
1
(b0 + 1)
x1−b0k±1
(
xb0+1k±1 − xb0+1k
)]
;
A±10; k =
1
(1− b0)
[
± h
3
6
− h
2
2
xk±1 ± h(b0 + 1) x
2
k±1
− 1
(b0 + 1)(b0 + 2)
x1−b0k±1
(
xb0+2k±1 − xb0+2k
)]
;
A±01; k =
1
(1− b0)
[
± h
3
6
− h
2
2
xk±1 ± h(b0 + 1) x
1−b0
k±1 (x
b0+1
k±1 − xb0+1k )
+
1
(2− b0)
{
1
3
(
x3k±1 − x3k
)− 1
(b0 + 1)
x2−b0k±1
(
xb0+1k±1 − xb0+1k
)}]
;
A±20; k =
1
(1− b0)
[
h4
12
∓ h
3
3
xk±1 +
h2
(b0 + 1)
x2k±1 ∓
2h
(b0 + 1)(b0 + 2)
x3k±1
+
2
(b0 + 1)(b0 + 2)(b0 + 3)
x1−b0k±1
(
xb0+3k±1 − xb0+3k
)]
;
A±11; k =
1
(1− b0)
[
h4
12
∓ h
3
3
xk±1 +
h2
(b0 + 1)
x2k±1
∓ h
(b0 + 1)(b0 + 2)
x1−b0k±1
(
xb0+2k±1 − xb0+2k
)
+
1
(2− b0)
{
h4
12
∓ h
3
3
xk±1
+
h2
2
x2k±1 ∓
h
(b0 + 1)
x3k±1 +
1
(b0 + 1)(b0 + 2)
x2−b0k±1
(
xb0+2k±1 − xb0+2k
)}]
;
A±02; k =
1
(1− b0)
[
h4
12
∓ h
3
3
xk±1 +
h2
(b0 + 1)
x1−b0k±1
(
xb0+1k±1 − xb0+1k
)
+
1
(2− b0)
{
h4
6
∓ 2h
3
3
xk±1 + h2x2k±1 ∓
2h
(b0 + 1)
x2−b0k±1
(
xb0+1k±1 − xb0+1k
)}
+
1
(2− b0)(3− b0)
{
− 1
2
(
x4k±1 − x4k
)
+
2
(b0 + 1)
x3−b0k±1
(
xb0+1k±1 − xb0+1k
)}]
:
Now from (9) and (13) we obtain
− 1
Jk−1
yk−1 +
(
1
Jk
+
1
Jk−1
)
yk − 1Jk yk+1
+B00; kfk + tk = 0; k = 1(1)N − 1; (14)
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where
tk =
1
2
B20; kf′′(k) + B10; kf′k + (−B20; k + B11; k)
G′k
Gk
f′k
+(−B10; k + B01; k)G
′
k
Gk
fk + (B20; k − B11; k)
(
G′k
Gk
)2
fk
+
1
2
(−B20; k + B02; k)G
′′
k
Gk
fk; xk−1¡k ¡xk+1 (15)
and
B0m;k =
(
A+0m;k
Jk
+
A−0m;k
Jk−1
)
; m= 0; 1; 2;
B20; k =
(
A+20; k
Jk
+
A−20; k
Jk−1
)
;
B11; k =
(
A+11; k
Jk
+
A−11; k
Jk−1
)
:
Again using Eq. (8) for k = N , we obtain
yN
JN−1
− yN−1
JN−1
= zN − I
−
N
JN−1
and with the help of boundary condition at x = 1 we obtain
− 1
JN−1
yN−1 +
(
1
JN−1
+

	GN
)
yN +
A−00;N
JN−1
fN + tN =


	GN
; (16)
where
tN =
1
2
A−20;N
JN−1
f′′(−N ) +
A−10;N
JN−1
f′N +
(
−A−20;N + A−11;N
JN−1
)
G′N
GN
f′N
+
(
−A−10;N + A−01;N
JN−1
)
G′N
GN
fN +
(
A−20;N − A−11;N
JN−1
)(
G′N
GN
)2
fN
+
1
2
(
−A−20;N + A−02;N
JN−1
)
G′′N
GN
fN ; xN−1¡−N ¡xN : (17)
In case of boundary condition (3), we require the discretization for k=1. For this integrating z′=pf
from 0 to x1 and using y′(0) = 0 and equation (6) for k = 1 we obtain the identity
y2 − y1
J1
= I1 +
I+1
J1
: (18)
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Now I1 can be written as
I1 =
[
A−00;1
G1
− A
−
10;1
G1
G′1
G1
+
A−20;1
G1
(
G′1
G1
)2
− A
−
20;1
2G1
G′′1
G1
]
f1
+
[
− A
−
20;1
G1
G′1
G1
+
A−10;1
G1
]
f′1 +
A−20;1
2G1
f′′(−1 ); 0¡
−
1 ¡x1; (19)
where
A−00;1 =
1
(b0 + 1)
xb0+11 ; A
−
10;1 =−
1
(b0 + 1)(b0 + 2)
xb0+21 ;
A−20;1 =
2
(b0 + 1)(b0 + 2)(b0 + 3)
xb0+31
and hence for k = 1, we obtain
1
J1
y1 − 1J1 y2 + B00;1f1 + t1 = 0; (20)
where
t1 =
1
2
B20;1f′′(1) + B10;1f′1 +
(
−B20;1 +
A+11;1
J1
)
G′1
G1
f′1
+
(
−B10;1 +
A+01;1
J1
)
G′1
G1
f1 +
(
B20;1 −
A+11;1
J1
)(
G′1
G1
)2
f1
+
1
2
(
−B20;1 +
A+02;1
J1
)
G′′1
G1
f1; 0¡1¡x2 (21)
and
Bm0;1 =
(
A+m0;1
J1
+
A−m0;1
G1
)
; m= 0; 1; 2:
In case of b0 = 1, taking the limit b0 → 1+ we obtain the following:
A±00; k =
1
4
(x2k±1 − x2k)−
1
2
x2k ln
(
xk±1
xk
)
;
A±10; k =
1
36
[
±h(4x2k±1 − 5xk±1xk − 5x2k) + 6x3k ln
(
xk±1
xk
)]
;
A±01; k =
1
12
[
±h(2x2k±1 − xk±1xk − 7x2k) + 6x3k ln
(
xk±1
xk
)]
;
A±20; k =
1
72
[
18h2x2k±1 ∓ 20hx3k±1 + 7(x4k±1 − x4k)− 6x4k ln
(
xk±1
xk
)]
;
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A±11; k =
1
36
[
−3h4 ± 12h3xk±1 − h2(12x2k±1 + 4xk±1xk + 5x2k)± 6hx3k±1 − 6x4k ln
(
xk±1
xk
)]
;
A±02; k =
1
24
[
−4h4 ± 16h3xk±1 − 24h2x2k±1
±3h(5x3k±1 − 3x2k±1xk − 3xk±1x2k + 5x3k)− 12x4k ln
(
xk±1
xk
)]
;
A−00;1 =
1
2 x
2
1 ; A
−
10;1 =− 16 x31 ; A−20;1 = 112 x41 :
To compute y0, we integrate z′=pf twice, %rst from 0 to x and from 0 to x1 and then interchanging
the order of integration we obtain
y0 = y1 − h
2
2(b0 + 1)
f1 + O(h3): (22)
3. Convergence of the method
We next discuss the convergence of the method showing that under quite general conditions this
method is O(h2)-convergent. We consider the convergence of the method in two cases, Case I: when
the boundary conditions are y(0) = A; y(1) + 	y′(1) = 
 and Case II: when boundary conditions
are y′(0) = 0; y(1) + 	y′(1) = 
.
3.1. Case I: for boundary conditions y(0) = A, y(1) + 	y′(1) = 

First we consider the boundary condition (2). Let F(Y ) = (f1; : : : ; fN )T; Y = (y1; : : : ; yN )T; T =
(t1; : : : ; tN )T, and Q = (q1; 0; : : : ; 0; qN )T, the di&erence scheme (14) and (16) can be expressed in
matrix form as
DY˜ + PF(Y˜ ) = Q; (23)
where D=(dij) and P=(pij) are (N ×N ) tridiagonal matrix and diagonal matrix, respectively, with
dk;k−1 =− 1Jk−1 ; k = 2(1)N; dk;k+1 =−
1
Jk
; k = 1(1)N − 1;
dk;k =
(
1
Jk
+
1
Jk−1
)
; k = 1(1)N − 1; dN;N =
(
1
JN−1
+

	GN
)
;
pk;k = B00; k ; k = 1(1)N − 1; pN;N =
A−00;N
JN−1
and
q1 =
A
J0
; qN =


	GN
:
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Now for smooth y(x) the di&erence scheme (14) and (16) can be written as
DY + PF(Y ) + T = Q (24)
and hence from (23) and (24) we obtain the error equation
(D + PM)E = T; (25)
where E = Y˜ − Y; F(Y˜ )− F(Y ) =ME; M =diag{U1; : : : ; UN} (where Uk = 9fk=9yk¿ 0). Since for
%xed xk and h→ 0; Jk ∼ hx−b0k Gk , and since B00; k ¿ 0; k=1(1)N−1; A−00;N ¿ 0; Uk ¿ 0; k=1(1)N ,
it is easy to see that D and D + PM are irreducible, monotone and in view of PM¿ 0 we obtain
D−1; (D + PM)−1 exist, nonnegative and (D + PM)−16D−1.
Let Z = (1; : : : ; 1)T and S = (S1; : : : ; SN )T = DZ denote the vector of row-sums of D. Also, let
V = (V1; : : : ; VN )T, where Vj = (2	=) + 2 − 12 (xj + 1)2 and let R = (R1; : : : ; RN )T = DV . We next
obtain bounds for D−1 = (d−1ij ).
Since R1; RN ¿ 0, and for suNciently small h,
Rk ¿
(
b0h
2Gk
)
xb0−1k ; k = 2(1)N − 1 (26)
and from D−1R= V we obtain(
b0h
2
) N−1∑
k=2
d−1i; k
Gk
xb0−1k 6Vk ¡ (2	=) +
3
2
; i = 1(1)N: (27)
Let there exist constant Ni; i = 1(1)3 such that
x|f′′(x)|6N1; |f′(x)|6N2; |f(x)|6N3; ∀0¡x6 1 (28)
and in view of B10; k → −h3b0xb0−1k =12Gk; B01; k → −h3b0xb0−1k =4Gk; B20; k → h3xb0k =6Gk; B11; k →
h3xb0k =4Gk; B02; k → h3xb0k =2Gk , for %xed xk and h → 0, we have for suNciently small h, |B10; k |¡
h3b0x
b0−1
k =6|Gk |, |B01; k |¡h3b0xb0−1k =2|Gk |, |B20; k |¡h3xb0k =3|Gk |; |B11; k |¡h3xb0k =2|Gk |; |B02; k |¡
h3xb0k =|Gk |, and |A−10;N |¡h3=3, |A−01;N |¡ 2h3=3; |A−20;N |¡h3=6; |A−11;N |¡h4=4; |A−02;N |¡h4=2, then
from (15) and (17) we obtain
|tk |6 h
3
6|Gk | x
b0−1
k N4; k = 1(1)N − 1 (29)
and
|tN |6 h
2
12GN
ON 4; (30)
where
N4 =N1 +
(
b0 + sup
[0;1]
∣∣∣∣G′(x)G(x)
∣∣∣∣
)
N2
+
(
2b0 sup
[0;1]
∣∣∣∣G′(x)G(x)
∣∣∣∣+ sup
[0;1]
∣∣∣∣G′(x)G(x)
∣∣∣∣
2
+ 2 sup
[0;1]
∣∣∣∣G′′(x)G(x)
∣∣∣∣
)
N3
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and
ON 4 =N1 +
(
4 + sup
[0;1]
∣∣∣∣G′(x)G(x)
∣∣∣∣
)
N2
+
(
4 sup
[0;1]
∣∣∣∣G′(x)G(x)
∣∣∣∣+ sup
[0;1]
∣∣∣∣G′(x)G(x)
∣∣∣∣
2
+ 2 sup
[0;1]
∣∣∣∣G′′(x)G(x)
∣∣∣∣
)
N3:
Now since S1 = 1=J0 and SN = =	GN , with the help of D−1S = Z we obtain
d−1i;1 6 1=S1 = J0 ⇒ d−1i;1 6
h1−b0
(1− b0) G1; d
−1
i;N6
	

GN ; i = 1(1)N (31)
and thus from (25)–(27), (29) and (30) we obtain
|ei|6
N∑
k=1
d−1i; k |tk |6 ch2; (32)
where c = 112 [{2=|1− b0|+ 2(4	=+ 3)=b0}N4 + (	=) ON 4].
Now in view of (D + PM)−16D−1 we have ‖E‖∞6 ‖D−1|T‖|∞, hence
‖E‖∞ =O(h2):
3.2. Case II: for boundary conditions y′(0) = 0, y(1) + 	y′(1) = 

We use the di&erence scheme (14), (16), (20) for the singular boundary value problem (1) with
boundary condition (3) which is an (N × N ) system and can be expressed in matrix form by (23),
where D = (dij) is a tridiagonal matrix and P = (pij) is a diagonal matrix with
dk;k−1 =− 1Jk−1 ; k = 2(1)N; dk;k+1 =−
1
Jk
; k = 1(1)N − 1;
d1;1 =− 1J1 ; dk;k =
(
1
Jk
+
1
Jk−1
)
; k = 2(1)N − 1; dN;N =
(
1
JN−1
+

	GN
)
;
pk;k = B00; k ; k = 1(1)N − 1; pN;N =
A−00;N
JN−1
and
Q = (0; 0; : : : ; 0; qN )T with qN =


	GN
:
Now following the convergence analysis of Case I and for all b0 (in the case of b0 = 1, taking
the limit b0 → 1+), we obtain R1¿hb0=G1; d−1i;1 ¡G1(2	=+ 32)=hb0 and |t1|6 h2+b0 ON 4=12|G1|.
Now, it is easy to establish that
‖E‖∞ =O(h2):
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Thus we have established the following result:
Theorem 1. Assume that f(x; y) satis4es (B) and p(x) satis4es conditions in (A), the 4nite dif-
ference methods equations (14) and (16) (in case of boundary condition (2)) or equations (14),
(16) and (20) (in case of boundary conditions (3)) based on uniform mesh for
(i) the boundary value problems (1)–(2) with 06 b0¡ 1 and
(ii) the boundary value problems (1) and (3) with b0¿ 0 are of second-order accuracy for su6-
ciently small h provided xf′′(x); f′(x) and f(x) are bounded on (0; 1].
4. Numerical illustrations
To illustrate the method and verify the order of convergence of the method, we consider the
following singular two point boundary value problem:
(xb0exy′)′ = 5exxb0+3(5x5ey − (b0 + 4)− x)=(4 + x5);
y(0) = ln
(
1
4
)
(or y′(0) = 0); y(1) + 5y′(1) = ln
(
1
5
)− 5
with exact solution y(x)= ln(1=(4+ x5)). Maximum absolute errors and order of convergence (accu-
racy) for this problem have been displayed for b0¡ 1 in Table 1 and for b0¿ 1 in Table 2, which
show that the method works well for all %nite values of b0 and is of second-order accuracy.
The numerical results obtained using the above algorithm on two problems are presented here.
The %rst problem is an example of oxygen di&usion corresponding to (1), (3) and (4) with p(x) =
x2;  = 0:76129;  = 0:03119; 	 = 1 and  = 
 = 5 and the results are displayed in Table 3 (%rst
problem).
The second problem is an example of nonlinear heat conduction model of the human head, which
corresponds to (1), (3) and (5) with p(x)=x2; =1; =1 and 
=0. We have performed calculations
for the following two cases:
(i) = 	 = 1,
(ii) = 0:1; 	 = 1
Table 1
N=b0 For y(0) = ln( 14 ) For y
′(0) = 0
0.25 Order 0.75 Order 0.25 Order 0.75 Order
16 7:85(−4)a 7:94(−4) 1:17(−3) 1:37(−3)
32 1:94(−4) 2.01 2:00(−4) 1.99 3:04(−4) 1.94 3:46(−4) 1.98
64 4:83(−5) 5:00(−5) 7:67(−5) 8:69(−5)
128 1:21(−5) 2.00 1:25(−5) 2.00 1:92(−5) 1.99 2:17(−5) 1.99
256 3:01(−6) 3:13(−6) 4:81(−6) 5:44(−6)
512 7:53(−7) 2.00 7:82(−7) 2.00 1:20(−6) 1.99 1:36(−6) 2.00
a7:85(−4) = 7:85× 10−4.
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Table 2
For boundary condition y′(0) = 0
N=b0 1.0 Order 2.0 Order 8.0 Order 20.0 Order
16 1:46(−3) 1:82(−3) 4:11(−3) 1:07(−2)
32 3:68(−4) 1.99 4:52(−4) 2.00 9:76(−4) 2.07 2:16(−3) 2.30
64 9:20(−5) 1:13(−4) 2:38(−4) 5:01(−4)
128 2:30(−5) 2.00 2:80(−5) 2:00 5:89(−5) 2.01 1:22(−4) 2.03
256 5:75(−6) 7:00(−6) 1:47(−5) 3:02(−5)
512 1:44(−6) 2.00 1:75(−6) 2.00 3:66(−6) 2.00 7:51(−6) 2.00
Table 3
x First problem Second problem
Numerical solution Numerical solution Numerical solution
 = 	 = 1  = 0:1; 	 = 1
0.0 0.8284831497 0.3675169710 0.1147039160
0.1 0.8297060742 0.3663623697 0.1146509730
0.2 0.8333747157 0.3628941066 0.1144920590
0.3 0.8394898966 0.3570975862 0.1142268652
0.4 0.8480527684 0.3489484612 0.1138548837
0.5 0.8590649116 0.3384121893 0.1133753992
0.6 0.8725283056 0.3254435631 0.1127874845
0.7 0.8884452928 0.3099860810 0.1120899949
0.8 0.9068185369 0.2919711440 0.1112815609
0.9 0.9276509791 0.2713170512 0.1103605793
1.0 0.9509457914 0.2479277646 0.1093252034
for comparison purpose and display the results in Table 3 (second problem). All these results are
in good agreement with that of [4,8,16].
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